
Early Evidence 

Box 2/ Folder 14 (Set 1) 

1. Notes from Gillon’s book (most useless work) .. .Only use would be his 

statement that LBJ spent most of the flight back on AF-1 alone in the 

stateroom... .laying foundation of new govt. according to Gillon. . . LBJ 

was on phone in contact with Hoover certainly. .. .others involved in the 

cover up in progress. .. This doc found in Folder 1D/ w Doug Horne 

2. Max Holland notes at 12:45 EST on board of SAM 86972 en route to Tokyo 

news was first bulletin from Dallas... .” Three Shots were fired at President 

Kennedy’s Motorcade in Downtown Dallas.” Case for single bullet laid out 

at getgo... 

3. Mike Griffith piece on Liebeler’s testimony before the HSCA (Vol. 11 of 

HSCA)... .Items of possible interest (p. 2-3) problems w/ latent palm print 

& final resolution that it was Oswald’s(p. 4/5) palm prints on cartons and “ 

Paper; (p. 5) Brennan as source of first description of assassin . . This would 

have to be the one that went out at 12:45 p.m. & led to the radio alert by bi 

DPD captain... (p. 6ff) Helen Markham’s ID of Oswald as Tippit shooter. . . a 

4. Mike Griffith piece on Oswald & Faulty Evidence (1-10) devoted to Oswald 

and rifle (pp. 11-14) Oswald’s whereabouts at time of the shooting**** 

May want to review for “Man in the Doorway” 

5. Jim Hargrove piece “The FBI Swipes the Evidence”... . connect with 

Cadigan....Malcolm’s file/ and John Armstrong. . . chain of evidence was 

grossly violated at get go.. .**** see below # 7 

6. Key Doc.**** Det Lewis of Dallas PD Crime Lab told Drain no such paper 

bag was recovered from TSBD .. . Cite Commission Document 75, p. 463. 

(It was created out of necessity to frame Oswald). . ***** 

7. See DiEugenio Part & on Bugliosi p. 24 of essay for Cadigan’s revelation 

A een breaking the chain of evidence... .*** 

1 /8. Jerry McLeer on “the Paper Sack”... .He destroys the paper sack as 

vi, evidence that Oswald brought K1 into the TSBD... .**** 

9. Hoover on 11/22 at 4:01 p.m. records call to RFK 62-109060-59 that Hoover 

thought the FBI should take over the case. . . .(Also cited in Chronology file)



Early Evidence 

Box 2, Folder 14 

(Set 1) 

10. Sibert & O’Neill note that they were ordered to meet the President (LBJ) at 

Andrews AFB at approximately 5:30 EST. .. .AF-1 was still in the air... See 9 

above. .. .Hoover planting this same idea with RFK. ... 

11. Hoover 11/26/’63 memo staging: Katzenbach suggesting that the FBI take 

over the evidence currently held by the Dallas PD... .Hoover agrees noting 

that he could se no reason why not... .and that case was moot... .(Oswald 

was dead)... .”and people will be wanting souvenirs and evidence will 

disappear. .. .Classic Hoover BS... 

12. FBI 4/3/’64 Conrad to Jevons.. . Notes that FBI could not positively state 

Whe \, that the hairs found on the blanket alleged to be what Oswald used to hide 

K1 in the Paine’s garage. . . .FBI could not say absolutely that they came 

from Oswald. .. .The same with the cotton fibers found in the butt plate of 

K1..... Could not say that the hairs in the butt belonged to Oswald at the 

exclusion of anyone else. .. No sale here either. . .


